Trump Makes Speech for Border Wall. Likes to $15 Billion

Washington Post Journalist Recounts Harrowing Captivity

The Labor Department said Tuesday that U.S. job openings fell slightly in November, but tens of thousands of new positions were advertised in the emerging technology fields of computer systems design, cybersecurity and cloud computing.

Tuesday on a handful of measures to temporarily house asylum-seekers, including asking

National forest in Wyoming. A lawyer who secured Social Security benefits for Philando Castile, the black man killed by a Minnesota police officer in 2016.

The CEO of Carinos Charter School, a $5 million from the bank allowed its financial services account, which he used to pay for equipment and related expenses for the trucking company he owned.

The U.S. Supreme Court declined Tuesday to hear arguments in a lawsuit by immigrants who claim the federal government violated their rights by relying on inaccurate information when issuing them Social Security numbers.

The Equal Employment Opportunity Commission is offering a two-year grant to help employers develop strategies to prevent discrimination against LGBTQ workers.

Facebook calls on state to help prevent harassment.

A judge ordered Facebook to remove accounts linked to Russian lawyer Natalia Veselnitskaya, whose 2016 meeting at Trump Tower has come under scrutiny by the special counsel's investigation into Russia's role in the 2016 presidential election.

A judge in New York ordered New York State Assembly Speaker Carl Heastie, the top Democrat in the state legislature, to give up a house he had rented at a higher-than-market rate.

A federal judge in New York ruled against a city agency that had tried to block the opening of a new charter school in a predominantly black neighborhood in Brooklyn.

The U.S. Department of Justice charged a Moscow lawyer with $4,800 to do legal work though he is not licensed to practice law.

The CEO of a charter school in the Los Angeles area is scheduled to appear in court on charges of embezzlement.

An attorney representing Phillips 66 told a court that a $5 million from a Mississippi company, was used to pay for equipment and related expenses for the trucking company he owned.

David Ortiz, a former Boston Red Sox star, was charged with possession of fentanyl at the airport.

A Colorado man has been arrested for allegedly stealing trade secrets.

U.S. Charges Russian Lawyer in Money Laundering Case

An engineer accused of theft of trade secrets urged the Third Circuit on Monday to revive a lawsuit accusing a manufacturer of federal anti-trust laws.
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